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For O'Donovan From Donoghue 

Debate following statement by King in Commons x;esterda_y 
1
/t-~ 

1, Kevin McNamara supported Secretary of state's comments and said he was 

sure the House would wish to associate itself with the calls made by the 

Prime Minister~ the Taoiseach and church leaders on both aides of the divide 

for no retaliation. By giving due reapect to the wishes of th~ families; 

the security force$ had been left in a position in whioh they could do ~o 

right. Labour believ~d that the security forces had been right to hold back 
\ 

at Milltown. McNamara went on, however~ to pose a series of detailed 

guest.ions which pointed in the direction of the Rcolluaion" . theory~ among 

which were the following: 

if the white van was an RUC vehicle; why was lt (as reported in the 

media) old and battered and why did it contain only two policemen? 

What did the latter think was happenin9? Why did they drive away? Did 

they alert colleagues? etc. 

could an~Irish Timei'report that ther& were other vehidles be confirmed? 

did the helicopter which wae reportedly seen over tbe mo..n see him and~ 

if so~ what action did they take? 

had the type and origin of the weapons used been established? Did they 

come from the haul seized last January which was destined for the UVF? 

2, ting expressed appreciation for McNamara's remarks; in particular his 

endorsement of the Chief constable's decision. nesponsea to the individual 

questions were a matter for the police. 

-· 

3. ~~ Moly~ asked King to refute the ~collusion• theory. ~)J:li 

described this as a monstrous and demonstrable lie, · Asked by a Tory MP 
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to comment on the remarks made by certain ?riests; in particular pr, Raymond 

Murray; he t!id that he had found the reported remarks deeply distressing as 

had many in the catholic community. 

4. seamus Mallon said that he had been one of those who had consistently 

requested the RUC to adopt the position at these funerals ~hich they had 

done yesterday. wwhat they did was right and they should be under no attack 

from any other quarter whatsoeverw, People in Northern Ireland knew that 

' if someone wanted to commit an attack; no amount: of. security could prevdnt 

this. Mallon suggested; however~ that the British Governmenttapproach in 

N,I, was perceived to be confrontational and that this had in itself 

contributed to the difficulties. King thanked Mallon; acknowiedged that he 

had held these views sincerely for a long time but rejected the suggestion 

that the Government approach was confrontational. 
\ .. 

s. Davia Alton said that the best course for the Government was to pursue 

its policies of the past two years: consolidation of the A~I Agreement and 

full support tor the security forces. .1<1122, responded to this by welcoming 

the n~ws of a further arms find in the Republic yest~rday, which might prove 

to be very significant (though full details were not yet available). He 

welcomed the determination of the Irieh Government (as confirmed by the 

Taoiseaoh to the Prtrne Minister) to work closely with the UK Governme~t in 

eradicating violence, 

6. ~en Maginnis said that measures must be taken to ensure that all . 
par~ilitaries were dealt with. A start could be made by introducing 

selective internment which would take eertain "godfathers" out of the 

community. King replied by noting the very real difficulties in relation 

both to proscription of organisations and selective internment (in 

particul.H the possibility that they might make matters worse ra_the~ than 

better) but said that theee matters were being kept under review, 

7. John Hume welcomed the unanimous condemnation and oall.1 · for restraint - ·-in N.I. ~e hoped the Catholic community would reepond With the same 

restraint ~s protestants had shown after Enniskillan. Had the weapons or 
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ammunition used been found yet? King thanked Hume for his helpful 

statements yest~rday. He understood two hand-guns had been involved they 

had not bee-n..tecov,red yet,though their type had been identified. The 

origin of the grenades was also being investigated and further information 

would shortly be available. 

a. Martin Smyth suggested the British Government should follow the L:ead of 

the Dublin Government and .ban the use of the media for promoting the aetions 

of terrorists. King said he had no proposals in that direction at the 

moment. There were obvious · difficulties in attempting to deny access to 

T, v. to those announcing themselves as pol! ti cal part iu. He agreed; 

however; that the media carried a great responsibility, 

9. The debate concluded with efforts by !!n.~vingstone and Clare Sho.!!, 

to raise the question of British troop withdrawal, ~in2 responded sharply~ 

sayini that successive Irish Governments had recognised.that the problem 

woula not be solved by the withdrawal of British troops at ·the present time 

and that the way forward lay in the two countries standing together to 

defeat terrorism and to let the democratic views of the N.I. people be heard. 
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